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The present paper reports on results of quantum dynamics calculations for Stark-chirp rapid-
adiabatic passage (SCRAP) in two-level systems with electric fields computed with the optimal
control theory. The Pontryagin maximum principle is used to determine the robust optimal control
fields in the presence of time-varying and spatially-inhomogeneous perturbing electric fields. The
concept of a non-adiabatic correction to the Bloch vector dynamics is introduced and discussed. The
existence of a non-zero geometric phase is proved for certain adiabatic paths, which correspond to
the complete population return in the rapid-adiabatic passage. A connection is shown between the
geometric phase and a measure of the non-adiabatic effects in the time evolution of the state vector
during SCRAP. Different cost functionals used in the optimal control scheme are shown to correlate
with different topologies of the paths followed by the parameters of the Hamiltonian, which tightly
relates to the values of the geometric phase acquired by the adiabatic wavefunction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid-adiabatic passage techniques are used in many
areas of physics as a controllable and robust means of
transforming quantum states. For their exceptional sta-
bility to minor uncertainties in the experimental parame-
ters they gained recognition in the field of quantum con-
trol, predominantly finding applications in quantum com-
puting [1–6] and nuclear magnetic resonance [7–9]. One
of the major challenges for the general class of quantum
optimal control experiments (OCEs) [10–15], including
rapid-adiabatic passage [16–20], are perturbations to the
system caused by the interactions with the environment,
which can be both time-dependent and inhomogeneous in
space. This problem is primarily relevant to manipula-
tion of qubit ensembles [1–6], but may also be important
in alignment of molecules [21–23], high-accuracy spec-
troscopic measurements [2, 24] photo-induced chemical
reactions [25, 26], reactive scattering experiments [27] or
even magnetic resonance imaging [8, 9].

Optimal control theory [28, 29] has been successfully
applied to various aspects of the rapid-adiabatic passage
[30–35]. In particular, the Stark-chirp rapid-adiabatic
passage (SCRAP) method [36–39] is of interest for reali-
sation of dipole allowed transitions. The role of protocols
for optimal control in SCRAP can be viewed as the max-
imization of the population transfer between the initial
state of the system and the target state, subject to ex-
ternal perturbing electric fields.

The present paper focuses on the problem of optimal
control for SCRAP in the presence of time-varying and
spatially inhomogeneous electric fields. A two-level quan-
tum system serves as a model for optimizing the process
of Stark-chirped transformations of quantum states.

The choice of rapid-adiabatic-passage techniques for
the qubit transformations is mainly dictated by their ro-
bustness and the low sensitivity to the total pulse en-
ergy [39, 40], but most importantly because they can,
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in principle, provide 100% population transfer between
the initial and the target state [41]. However, even ro-
bustness of SCRAP becomes limited when external per-
turbing electric fields are present; these fields can affect
the Stark-chirp rate, which may lead to a decrease in the
overall efficiency of the population transfer process.

Optimal control theory is known an excellent tool for
predicting the optimal values for the experimentally tun-
able parameters. In particular, the Pontryagin Maximum
Principle (PMP) [28, 29] can be used in the search for op-
timal control fields [34, 35, 42]. In contrast to standard
optimal control methods [30–32], the PMP carries the
advantage of finite-dimensional Hamilton-like dynamics,
which minimizes a given cost functional, such as the en-
ergy of the pulse or the duration of the pulse. Such an ap-
proach is particularly suitable when the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation for the qubit is transformed into a
set of first-order differential Bloch equations [43]. Com-
bining the dynamics on the Bloch sphere with the PMP
gives a framework for control of the population transfer
in the qubit. Among a number of works aimed at uni-
fying SCRAP with optimal control theory, utilization of
the PMP is limited to few studies [33–35]. Among those,
Van Damme et. al. [35] considered perturbatively the
problem of robustness of the optimal control fields to off-
set field inhomogeneities, which are constant in space and
time.

From the practical perspective, there are two main rea-
sons for which the efficiency of SCRAP can get lowered.
First, a rapidly time-varying perturbation (inhomogene-
ity) can cause transitions between adiabatic states. Thus
controlling the adiabaticity of time evolution of the state
vector stands as one of the objectives for optimal con-
trol in SCRAP. The other situation is when a position-
dependent external electric field induces static Stark-
shifts in the system, which alter the Stark-chirp rate and
produce a spread in the initial static detuning. Without
optimization of the control fields, the global efficiency
of SCRAP over a range of positions in space can be low.
Although a number of studies was dedicated to optimiza-
tion of the process of manipulation of spatially inhomo-
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geneous ensembles [44–48], no uses of the PMP have been
reported so far, to the best of author’s knowledge.

For this reason, a general protocol for the optimal con-
trol in SCRAP is presented in this work. The relevance
of the electric field inhomogeneities, which are time-
dependent and spatially inhomogeneous is visible in var-
ious molecular motion control experiments [41, 49, 50],
including Stark deceleration [51, 52] and Sisyphus cool-
ing [53, 54]. Wherever inhomogeneities in the external
fields are present, an optimization scheme is necessary
for achieving the complete population transfer. This pa-
per is aimed at providing a ready-to-use methodology for
these types of situations.

Section II outlines the theoretical model used to simu-
late the quantum dynamics for the qubit in the SCRAP
scheme. Next, in section III, the SCRAP dynamics
is analysed and optimized in the adiabatic approxima-
tion with fixed Gaussian time profiles of pulses. Non-
adiabatic effects are also discussed with a description of
a method for quantifying the deviations from adiabatic
dynamics. Section IV presents an extension to the full
dynamics calculations and an application of the PMP
to space- and time- dependent perturbing fields. Both
minimization of the total energy of the pulses and maxi-
mization of the adiabaticity of the process is considered.
Finally the role of the geometric phase in rapid-adiabatic
passage is discussed.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A two-level quantum system

The state vector for a two-level quantum system can
be written as a linear combination of basis states:

|Ψ〉 = c1(t)|1〉+ c2(t)|2〉 (1)

where C(t) = [c1(t), c2(t)]T is the vector of probability
amplitudes for finding the system in the basis state |1〉
and |2〉, respectively. Basis states are chosen as eigen-
states of the field-free Hamiltonian of the system. Such
basis is called diabatic or bare state basis. In the pres-
ence of time-varying electric fields the total Hamiltonian
of the system is given in the rotating-wave approximation
(RWA) [39, 55] as

H(t) =

(
0 1

2Ω(t)
1
2Ω(t) ∆(t)

)
(2)

where Ω(t) = −d12 · ε(t) is the Rabi frequency [43] as-
sociated with the electric field ε(t), which couples states
|1〉 and |2〉 through the transition dipole moment vector
d12. Atomic units are used throughout this paper. The
dynamic detuning ∆(t) = S(t)− S0 is defined as the dif-
ference between the static detuning S0 = ω−ω0 and the
time-dependent Stark shift S(t). The static detuning S0

is the difference between the frequency ω of the electric

field ε(t) and the Bohr frequency ω0 (energetic separa-
tion) of states. With this definition, the resonance occurs
at ∆(t) = 0.

Time evolution of the probability amplitudes defined
in eq. 1 is described by the Schrödinger equation

i
dC(t)

dt
= H(t)C(t) (3)

which, in this representation, is a system of first-order
ordinary differential equations for complex amplitudes
c1(t), c2(t). No interaction with the environment and no
other decoherence sources are assumed, as well as spon-
taneous emission is neglected. Under these conditions
the total probability is conserved in the system, meaning
that |c1(t)|2 + |c2(t)|2 = 1 at all times t.

The idea behind SCRAP

Assume that the system is initially (t = ti) in state |1〉,
so that P1(ti) = |c1(ti)|2 = 1 and P2(ti) = |c2(ti)|2 = 0.
The objective is to transfer the population completely
from state |1〉 to state |2〉 at time tf > ti, i.e. P1(tf ) =
|c1(tf )|2 = 0 and P2(tf ) = |c2(tf )|2 = 1. For realiza-
tion of such complete population transfer between quan-
tum states a robust protocol, called Stark-chirped rapid-
adiabatic passage (SCRAP) [36, 39, 40, 56], can be used.
This scheme relies on adiabatic time evolution of the state
vector given in eq. 1. For this reason let us introduce the
adiabatic approximation into the present problem. The
Hamiltonian matrix in eq. 2 in the diabatic representa-
tion can be diagonalized by means of a unitary transfor-
mation:

U(t) =

(
cos Θ(t) − sin Θ(t)
sin Θ(t) cos Θ(t)

)
(4)

where tan 2Θ(t) = Ω(t)
∆(t) . This transformation re-

sults in a change of basis into the adiabatic basis:

(|φ−(t)〉, |φ+(t)〉)T = U(t) (|1〉, |2〉)T . The transformed
Hamiltonian is given by

H̃(t) = UTHU =

(
ε−(t) −Θ̇(t)

Θ̇(t) ε+(t)

)
(5)

When the mixing angle Θ(t) varies sufficiently slowly
with time and the separation between the adiabatic en-
ergies ε±(t) = 1

2∆(t)± 1
2

√
∆(t)2 + Ω(t)2 is large enough,

i.e. (|Θ̇(t)| � |ε+(t)−ε−(t)|), then the off-diagonal terms
in eq. 5 can be neglected and time evolution of the system
is considered adiabatic [39, 40, 56]. Under such condi-
tions, the initial state of the system, which was assumed
to be one of the adiabatic states φ+(ti) or φ−(ti), will
remain unchanged (up to a phase factor) during the evo-
lution, even though the individual diabatic components
of the adiabatic state evolve in time.
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If external electric fields are tailored so that at t = ti
the mixing angle is Θ(t) = π/2, then the adiabatic state
reads φ+(ti) = |1〉. This is achieved when the initial
Rabi frequency Ω(ti) is small relative to the magnitude of
the detuning ∆(ti), which is assumed negative. As time
proceeds the detuning is allowed to pass through reso-
nance (∆(t0) = 0) whilst keeping Ω(t0) non-zero. At this
point, the adiabatic state becomes an equally weighted
mixture of diabatic states φ+(t0) = 1√

2
|1〉 + 1√

2
|2〉. Fi-

nally, at time tf � t0 the Rabi frequency Ω(tf ) is ex-
pected to be small relative to the detuning ∆(tf ), which
is expected to be large and positive. Such situation cor-
responds to mixing angle Θ(tf ) = 0 and adiabatic state
φ+(tf ) = |2〉. If all changes to Ω(t) and ∆(t) were contin-
uous and slow enough to satisfy the adiabatic condition,
then the complete population transfer (CPT) is achieved
between the diabatic states |1〉 → |2〉. The general se-
quence outlined above carries a name of rapid-adiabatic
passage (RAP), and when the changes to the dynamic
detuning ∆(t) are caused by chirping the separation of
energy levels with an external electric field, then it is
called Stark-chirped rapid-adiabatic passage (SCRAP)
[36, 37, 39, 40, 56]. Populations of diabatic states dur-
ing SCRAP can be calculated from analytic expressions
P2(t) = |c2(t)|2 = cos2 Θ(t), P1(t) = |c1(t)|2 = sin2 Θ(t).

In a typical SCRAP scenario two electric fields are con-
sidered: Stark pulse εs(t) and pump pulse εp(t). The role
of the Stark pulse is to chirp the detuning S(t) smoothly
through resonance ∆(t0) = 0 (S(t0) = S0) with the fre-
quency of the pump pulse. The pump pulse raises the
value of the Rabi frequency Ω(t) for the |1〉 ↔ |2〉 transi-
tion and its frequency ω is slightly blue-detuned (greater)
from the zero-field energy separation ω0 of the energy
levels of the system. At this point all electric fields are
assumed ẑ-linearly polarized.

In this work we are going to focus on finding time pro-
files for controllable pulses Ω(t) and ∆(t) such that the
population transfer in the SCRAP sequence described
above is optimal under given conditions and perturba-
tions.

Bloch equations

In a closed quantum system the time evolution of
the state vector can be described equivalently by the
Schrödinger equation or by the Liouville equation [43]
iρ̇(t) = [H(t), ρ], which operates with the density matrix

ρ(t) =

(
ρ11(t) ρ12(t)
ρ21(t) ρ22(t)

)
(6)

where ρ11(t) = |c1(t)|2, ρ22(t) = |c2(t)|2, ρ12(t) =
c∗1(t)c2(t), ρ21(t) = c∗2(t)c1(t). A convenient way of rep-
resenting the dynamics of a two-level system is given
by transformation of the two complex components of
the probability amplitude vector C(t) into the space of
three real components. The normalisation of the to-
tal wavefunction makes one of the components of this

probability vector dependent on the other three. Sim-
ilarly, the density matrix ρ can be written in a gen-
eral form in the following way: ρ(t) = 1

2 (12 + R(t) · σ),
where σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3) is the vector of Pauli matrices
and R(t) = (R1(t), R2(t), R3(t)) is the Bloch vector [43],
which fully describes the state of the quantum system at
time t.

The time evolution of the Bloch vector in the Bloch
representation with the Hamiltonian from eq. 2 is given
by the equation

 Ṙ1(t)

Ṙ2(t)

Ṙ3(t)

 =

 0 −∆(t) 0
−∆(t) 0 −Ω(t)

0 Ω(t) 0

 R1(t)
R2(t)
R3(t)


(7)

subject to state constraints ||~R|| = 1, which is equivalent
to requiring the total wavefunction to be normalized at
all times: |c1(t)|2+|c2(t)|2 = 1, ∀t. We assumed, without
loss of generality that the Rabi frequency is real (Ω∗ = Ω)
[39]. In a shorthand notation the above equation can be

written as Ṙ(t) = M(t)R(t). The conservation of the
total probability means that the quantum dynamics is
realized on the three-dimensional sphere spanned by the

Bloch vector ~R. The state vector of the system can be
then parametrized by two angles (θ, φ) as follows

|Ψ(t)〉 = cos θ(t)eiφ|1〉+ sin θ(t)e−iφ|2〉 (8)

and the complete population transfer corresponds to any
path starting from the south pole of the Bloch sphere
(|c1(ti)|2 = 1,R(ti) = (0, 0,−1)T ) and finishing at the
north pole (|c2(tf )|2 = 1,R(tf ) = (0, 0, 1)T ), which cor-
responds to change in the azimuthal angle θ from π to
0.

Optimal control theory for SCRAP

For the dynamics given by the Bloch equations:

Ṙ(t) = M(t)R(t) (9)

with the initial R(ti) = (0, 0,−1)T and the target con-
dition R(tf ) = (0, 0, 1)T , the goal is to minimize a cost
functional P [~α(t)]. This cost functional depends on a
vector of control functions ~α. With this minimization
problem and with the dynamics given in eq. 9 a pseudo-
Hamiltonian is associated [28, 29]:

H(R,p, t; ~α(t)) = f(t) · p(t) + p0r(~α(t), t) (10)

where f(t) = M(t)R(t) is the right hand side of the
Bloch equations, p(t) is the vector of costate functions,
which correspond to the generalized momenta in the clas-
sical Hamilton dynamics and r(t) is related to the cost

function by the formula P [~α] =
∫ tf
ti
r(~α(t), t)dt. p0 is a

real normalisation constant for r(~α(t), t). The Pontrya-
gin Maximum Principle (PMP) states that maximization
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of the Hamiltonian in eq. 10 with respect to the con-
trol functions ~α(t) provides the optimal set of parameters
~α∗(t) for the dynamics given in eq. 9 and minimize the
cost functional P [~α] [28, 29, 33–35]. The conditions for
the maximization of the pseudo-Hamiltonian are written
as

H(R,p, t; ~α∗(t)) = max
~α∈CC
{H(R,p, t; ~α(t))|C(R(t), ~α(t)) = 0}

~∇~αH(R,p, t) = λ(t)∇αC(R(t), ~α(t)) +

Nc∑
j=1

µj(t)∇αhj(~α)

(11)

where C(R(t), ~α(t)) = f(t) · ∇g(R), and
λ(t), {µj}j=1,2,...,Nc are Lagrange multipliers associ-
ated with constraints on the state vector and the
control fields. The state constraints SC set is defined as
SC = {R ∈ R3|g (R(t)) = R2

1(t)+R2
2(t)+R2

3(t)−1 = 0}
and the control constraints CC set is defined as
CC = {~α ∈ R|h(~α) ≤ 0,dim(h) = Nc}. The optimal
trajectories (R(t),p(t)) can be calculated by solving
the equations of motion with the optimized control
parameters ~α∗(t):

Ṙ(t) = ~∇pH(R,p, t; ~α∗(t))

ṗ(t) = −~∇RH(R,p, t; ~α∗(t)) + λ(t)∇RC(R(t), ~α(t))

(12)

For the dynamics of a quantum closed system, where
the Bloch vector is normalized to unity at all times, the
C(R(t), ~α(t)) function vanishes by identity (C ≡ 0).

Given the Bloch equations 7, the PMP pseudo-
Hamiltonian can be written explicitly as:

H(R,p, t; ~α(t)) = l1(t)Ω(t) + l3(t)∆(t) + p0r(~α(t), t)
(13)

where l1(t) = R2(t)p3(t) − R3(t)p2(t) and l3(t) =
R1(t)p2(t) − R2(t)p1(t) can be regarded as the compo-
nents of the angular momentum vector l = (l1, l2, l3) =
R × p, which is associated with motion on the Bloch
sphere. Here we intend to minimize the total energy of
the Stark pulse (∆(t)) and the pump pulse (Ω(t)) with si-
multaneous condition for the complete population trans-
fer between states |1〉 and |2〉. Thus, the cost functional

is given by P [~α(t)] =
∫ tf
ti

(
∆(t)2 + Ω(t)2

)
dt, so that

r(~α(t), t) = ∆(t)2+Ω(t)2. Constant p0 can be normalized
to the commonly used value p0 = −1/2 [35]. The control
fields vector is two-dimensional ~α(t) = (∆(t),Ω(t)).

The equations presented above concern the case of
control pulses, which are independent of position co-
ordinates. Let us now assume that the control pa-
rameters, as well as the state vectors, depend on po-
sition z, meaning that we have an ensemble of sys-
tems (molecules) placed in spatially inhomogeneous elec-
tric fields in 1-dimension z. Each system experiences
different electric field strengths and chirp rates. Ac-
cordingly, the Rabi frequency Ω(t) and the dynamic
detuning ∆(t) depend on position z and are subject
to a space- and time- varying perturbation defined by

functions K1(z),K2(z), f1(z), f2(z). Under such circum-
stances the general control parameters can be rewritten
as

Ω(z, t) = (1 + f1(t)K1(z))Ω(t)

∆(z, t) = (1 + f2(t)K2(z))∆(t)
(14)

Then the cost functional becomes a sum over all po-
sitions z in a given range [zmin, zmax]: P [~α(t)] =∫ zmax

zmin
dz
∫ tf
ti
r(~α(z, t), t)dt. The situation of such inho-

mogeneous perturbing electric field is discussed in section
IV.

III. ADIABATIC DYNAMICS

This section focuses on the adiabatic quantum dynam-
ics of a two-level system. In such case, an analytic ex-
pression for the time profile of the population of diabatic
states is given by equation 4. Fixed functional forms
for the Stark and the pump pulse are used, and their
parameters are optimized. This approach corresponds to
the problem of finding maxima of a multivariate function.
More general cases, which require involving the PMP, are
discussed in section IV.

Gaussian Stark and pump pulses

Gaussian profiles for the Stark pulse the and pump
pulse were chosen:

∆(t) = −S0 +
∆0√
2πσs

exp

(
− (t− ts)2

2σ2
s

)
Ω(t) =

Ω0√
2πσp

exp

(
− (t− tp)2

2σ2
p

) (15)

where S0 = ω − ω0 is positive static detuning. Normal-
ized Gaussian pulses were scaled by amplitude factors
∆0 and Ω0, respectively. Here ts, tp are the centres of
pulses in time domain and σs, σp are respective widths
of the Stark and the pump pulse. Such arrangements of
electric fields corresponds to a typical SCRAP situation.
Without significant loss of generality we can set the pa-
rameters of the pump pulse constant and adjust only the
width σs and the centre ts of the Stark pulse.

We aim at finding a set of parameters (ts, σs), which
ensure complete population transfer between the ini-
tial state and the target state, by means of the rapid-
adiabatic passage. First, it is necessary to chose an
appropriate measure of the efficiency of the population
transfer process. The population of the target state
P2(T ; ts, σs) evaluated at time T can serve as such a mea-
sure. The choice of the ’probe time’ T is somewhat ar-
bitrary. Here the probe time was chosen based on the
parameters of the pump pulse: T = tp + 3σp. The value
of the probe time depends on the range of the pump
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pulse, which is necessary for adiabatic evolution of the
state vector of the system. Thus, T is located in just
prior to the time region, where the adiabatic evolution is
expected to break down, i.e. where the amplitude of the
pump pulse becomes small.
P2(T ; ts, σs) = cos2 (Θ (T ; ts, σs)) is a parametric func-

tion of the width and centre of the Stark pulse. From
now on, we use reduced units defined with respect to the
pump pulse parameters: τ = (ts− tp)/tp and σ = σs/σp.

A contour plot of the efficiency measure P2 as a func-
tion of the reduced Stark pulse parameters is displayed in
Figure 1b. This graph shows that there exists a specific
region in the Stark pulse parameters’ space for which the
population transfer should be nearly complete (marked
with the yellow colour in Figure 1c).

Local maxima of the P2 function can be calculated by
solving the system of two equations:

∂P2(T ; τ, σ)

∂σ
= 0,

∂P2(T ; τ, σ)

∂τ
= 0 (16)

Derivation of analytic solutions to this system of equa-
tions is given in appendix A. Each equation yields a
pair of curves τ±(σ), which are depicted in Figure 1b
and 1d with green and orange dashed lines. Each sin-
gle curve leads over saddle points in the parameters’
landscape. Intersections of these saddle curves indi-
cate candidate points for local maxima of the efficiency
function P2. Three intersection points can be found:
(τ, σ) = (0.3, 0), (−0.18, 4.8), (0.78, 4.8).

Analytic functions τ±(σ), which satisfy conditions
from eq. 16 define a candidate region in the parameters’
space for the optimal population transfer. Equations 16
provide only the necessary condition for the existence of
maximum. The critical point (τ, σ) = (0.3, 0) with zero
Stark pulse width is rejected as non-physical. The other
two points are are symmetrical with respect to the chosen
probe time T = 0.3.

Because we are operating within the model of the
adiabatic time evolution of the state vector of the sys-
tem, it is necessary to find a region in the space of
the Stark pulse parameters, which satisfy the adiabatic

condition: |Ω(t)∆̇(t) − ˙Ω(t)∆(t)| � 2
(
Ω(t)2 + ∆(t)2

) 3
2

[39, 56]. For this purpose let us define the adiabaticity

function AD(t; τ, σ) = |Ω(t)∆̇(t)− ˙Ω(t)∆(t)|
2(Ω(t)2+∆(t)2)

3
2

, which is plot-

ted for t = T in Figure 1d.
Values of AD(T ; ts, σs) significantly smaller than 1

suggest adiabatic evolution of the state vector during
SCRAP. Red regions in the contour plot 1d denote highly
non-adiabatic time evolution.

By overlapping the adiabaticity function with the ef-
ficiency function from Figure 1b, a region in the (τ, σ)
space can be found, for which the time evolution is ex-
pected to be optimal and adiabatic. To illustrate this, in
Figure 1c time profiles for the population of the target
state P2(t) are depicted for several choices of the Stark
pulse parameters, which are indicated with points and
letters (a-e) in Figure 1d. For points located within the
adiabatic and the optimal region, the population trans-
fer is complete (profiles a,b and d). For a point from

FIG. 1. Stark-chirp rapid-adiabatic passage for Gaussian
pulses in the adiabatic approximation. The following pa-
rameters for pulses were used: S0 = 1.0,Ω0 = 100.0,∆0 =
100.0, σp = 5.0, tp = 50.0. The controllable parameters are
the reduced width σ and the reduced centre τ of the Stark
pulse. a) Time profiles for the pump pulse (purple dashed
line) and the Stark pulse; b) The efficiency map for the pop-
ulation transfer with the Gaussian pulses used. See text for
further explanation; c) Time profiles for the population of
the target state plotted for several choices of the reduced pa-
rameters (indicated with letters a-e); d) Adiabaticity func-
tion AD(T ) plotted for the reduced parameters at probe time
T = tp + 3σp.

outside the optimal region, marked with ”e” and cyan
pentagon in Figure 1d, the time evolution is no longer
complete. Thus even though the analytic optimal curves
τ±(σ) suggest the near optimal population transfer, only
the region with a relatively small width of the stark Pulse
can be considered feasible in the present model. This is
due to limited width of the pump pulse, which ensures
avoided crossing between adiabatic surfaces of energies of
states and guarantees adiabatic evolution. For the cho-
sen point ”e” the Stark pulse chirps through resonance at
times when the pump pulse has already nearly vanished
(the far right tail of the pump pulse). For this reason the
population cannot be fully transferred between the initial
and the target state. To conclude, even if the necessary
condition, suggested in Figure 1b, for complete popula-
tion transfer is satisfied, the adiabatic condition depicted
in Figure 1d can eliminate certain pulse shapes. But
because the evolution is diabatic near the second mute
resonance, the full dynamical model, which accounts for
adiabatic and diabatic evolution, is more adequate.
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FIG. 2. Efficiency maps (P a2 (T )-top graph, P b2 (T )-bottom
graph) for SCRAP calculated by solving full Bloch equations
given in 7. Parameters used were identical as for generation
of Figure 1: S0 = 1.0,Ω0 = 100.0,∆0 = 100.0, σp = 5.0, tp =
50.0. The controllable parameters are the reduced width σ =
σs/σp and reduced time τ = (ts − tp)/tp of the Stark pulse.

A. Optimization of the full Bloch dynamics for
Gaussian Stark and Gaussian pump pulses in

SCRAP

The efficiency measure P2 used in the adiabatic ap-
proximation can be generalized to the case of the full
quantum dynamics on the Bloch sphere: P a2 (T ) =
|c2(T )|2 = 1

2 + 1
2R3(T ). Alternatively one can

choose an integral measure P b2 (T ) =
∫ T
ti
|c2(T )|2dt =∫ T

ti

(
1
2 + 1

2R3(t)
)
dt. The efficiency measures defined

above are plotted in Figure 2 as a function of the reduced
parameters (τ, σ). The maps were calculated by solving
the Bloch equations given in eq. 7 with the Stark and
the pump pulses defined in eq. 15. All other parameters
were identical as in the adiabatic case.

By requiring the gradient of the efficiency measures to

vanish ∇τ,σP a/b2 (T ) = 0 we find maxima of these effi-

ciency maps in the Stark pulse parameters’ space. For
P a we have (τ∗, σ∗) = (0.3, 2.0) and for P b we have
(τ∗, σ∗) = (0.07, 1.2). Values of the optimal parameters
for both measures are similar, as expected from similar
efficiency measures.

Figures 3(d-f) refer to the set of parameters marked
in Figure 2 with the red ”x” (τ, σ) = (0.3, 2), a point
which belongs to the optimal region for the measure
P a and a nearly optimal region for the measure P b.
Figures 3(a-c) refer to the global maximum of the effi-
ciency map P b (marked in Figure 2 with the blue ”y”
(τ, σ) = (0.07, 1.2)).

Figures 3a and 3d show time profiles for the com-
ponents of the Bloch vector during SCRAP. The R3(t)
component of the Bloch vector, which tracks the popu-
lation flow between the initial and the target state fol-
lows a complete path from the initial value -1 at t = ti
to the final value +1 at t = tf . Only the R3(t) pro-
file in Figure 3d resembles the time profile calculated
in the adiabatic approximation. For both used sets of
the Stark pulse parameters the full dynamics calcula-
tions show some oscillations in R3(t), which arise due
to non-adiabaticity of the state vector evolution. This
non-adiabatic behaviour can be quantified with the aid
of non-adiabatic Bloch correction (NABC) vector, de-

fined as ~RNA(t) = ~R(t) − ~RAD(t). This vector informs
about deviations from the adiabatic dynamics. Here
~RAD = (sin 2Θ(t), 0,− cos 2Θ(t))T . Figures 3b,e display
the components of the NABC as a function of time, to-
gether with the adiabaticity function plotted with dashed
red lines.

Rises in the value of the adiabaticity function corre-
late with onsets of non-adiabatic behaviour of the Bloch
vector. When the non-adiabatic contribution to the dy-
namics is small, as seen in Figure 3e, the adiabatic ana-
lytic formula for the population transfer agree well with
the full numerical solutions to the Bloch equations. The
non-adiabatic contribution to the R3 and R1 components
of the Bloch vector are no greater than 20%, suggesting
that the dynamics is to a good extend adiabatic. On the
other hand, rapid oscillations of the Bloch vector compo-
nents visible in Figure 3a lead to high values of the adi-
abaticity function, which results in highly non-adiabatic
time evolution. In such case the adiabatic formula for the
population transfer show the complete population return,
whereas the full numerical calculations suggest the com-
plete population transfer. The discrepancy between the
adiabatic and numerical profiles begins when the com-
ponents of the Bloch vector start oscillate rapidly. This
can be seen in Figure 3c as multiple revolutions around
the Bloch sphere before reaching the north pole. In con-
trast, in Figure 3f, the trajectory followed by the Bloch
vector only weakly oscillate around the adiabatic path,
which means that the time evolution of the state vector
is not ’kicked’ away from the adiabatic regime. The mag-
nitude of the extra precession around the R3 and the R1

axis informs about the non-adiabatic contribution to the
dynamics.

Thus we may conclude that the ”y” pair of the glob-
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ally optimal parameters generate highly non-adiabatic
dynamics, which may be difficult to control. On the
other hand, the point ”x” located in the proximity of
the global maximum in Figure 2 generates a smooth and
nearly complete passage from the initial to the target
state.

The approach in which one finds maxima of the effi-
ciency map should be thus criticized. No particular con-
straints have been imposed on the total energy or dura-
tion of the pulses. The optimal control theory discussed
in the next section provides a way for designing pulses,
which ensure an adiabatic evolution during SCRAP.

IV. OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY FOR
SCRAP

Fixed pump pulse, Stark pulse optimized

In this section we consider a special case when the
pump pulse has a fixed functional form, while the Stark
pulse is optimized with the use of the Pontryagin max-
imum principle. This type of problem in the opti-
mal control theory is called the fixed endpoints prob-
lem [28, 29], where the endpoints are given by the ini-
tial and target conditions for the Bloch vector (R(ti) =
(0, 0,−1)T ,R(tf ) = (0, 0, 1)T ). The necessary condition
for the maximization of the Hamiltonian is the vanishing
derivative with respect to the Stark control field:

∂H

∂∆
= 0⇐⇒ l3(t)−∆(t) = 0 (17)

so that the optimal control for Stark pulse is given by
the third component of the angular momentum ∆(t) ≡
∆∗(t) = l3(t). The fixed pump pulse is chosen Gaussian-
shaped as given in eq. 15, with the width σp = 5.0, the
centre tp = 50.0 and the area Ω0 = 100.0.

Solutions to the Hamilton equations (12) with optimal
the control Stark field yield trajectories followed by the
Bloch vector R and the costate functions p. Figure 4a
shows time profiles for components of the Bloch vector
during SCRAP with the optimized Stark pulse only and
the Gaussian-shaped pump pulse. Figure 4b displays the
l3(t) component of the angular momentum, which at the
same time is the optimized Stark field. It is seen that the
optimal pulse rapidly oscillates, passing through multiple
resonances, a characteristics that renders the present sce-
nario as largely impractical. The Bloch vector makes a
number of spurious revolutions around the Bloch sphere
before reaching the north Pole, as shown in Figure 4b.

For this reason the results obtained with the Pontrya-
gin maximum principle should be considered with cau-
tion, especially when there is not enough constraints im-
posed on the shape of the control fields. An additional
condition is needed for control fields to achieve a more
stable dynamics.

A. The Stark and the pump pulse optimized

In this section we consider both the Stark pulse and the
pump pulse as control fields subject to optimization. In
such case there are two equations to solve for the optimal
control fields:

∂H

∂∆
= 0⇐⇒ l3(t)−∆(t) = 0

∂H

∂Ω
= 0⇐⇒ l1(t)− Ω(t) = 0

(18)

The equations of motion for the Bloch and the costate
vector are then written as:

Ṙ(t) = l(t)×R(t)

ṗ(t) = l(t)× p(t)
(19)

where l = (l1(t), 0, l3(t))T is the vector of the an-
gular momentum defined in eq. 13. Mapping t 7→
H(R,p, t;α∗(t)) is constant and equal to 0, as expected
for optimal control fields. Another constant of motion
is the square of the angular momentum l2 = l21(t) +
l22(t) + l23(t). Figures 4(d-f) show results of quantum
dynamics calculations with the optimal control fields
Ω∗(t) = l1(t), ∆∗(t) = l3(t).

Optimization of both the Stark and the pump pulse
generates a rather smooth time profile for the population
transfer curve (R3(t)), as visible in Figure 4f, in contrast
to the case when only the Stark pulse is optimized (Fig-
ure 4c). The optimal fields yield a ’tennis ball’-like tra-
jectory on the Bloch sphere (shown in Figure 4e), which
also satisfy the adiabatic condition, as expected from the
rapid-adiabatic passage procedure. The bell-like shape of
the optimized pump pulse and the smooth sine-like op-
timal Stark-chirp suggest that optimal control fields are
in this case also rather intuitive.

The remaining question about robustness of the opti-
mal control fields to perturbations from the environment
is discussed in the next section.

spatially inhomogeneous perturbation

In this section we consider a 1-dimensional spatially in-
homogeneous perturbation to the two-level quantum sys-
tem, which affects the chirp rate in the Stark pulse. An
example of such situation could be the space inside the
Stark decelerator [51, 52] , where molecules experience
strong inhomogeneities along the longitudinal direction
from electric fields generated on metal rods. Each sys-
tem (molecule) located at different z-position will expe-
rience slightly different chirp rate for a given Stark pulse.
The aim is to find the shape of the Stark pulse, which
guarantees an optimal population transfer in the SCRAP
procedure for all systems (molecules) along a given z re-
gion (z ∈ [zmin, zmax]). In such case, the cost functional
for the SCRAP process is the sum of contributions from
all points along z:
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FIG. 3. The Bloch vector dynamics during SCRAP for two different Stark pulse shapes. The graphs on the left hand side
correspond to the global maximum of the efficiency map P a marked with ”y” in Figure 2, whereas the graphs on the right
hand side correspond to the point marked with ”x” in Figure 2. Sub-figures a) and d) display time profiles for components
of the Bloch vector. The dashed red line stands for the adiabatic evolution in the Bloch picture. Sub-figures b) and e) depict
non-adiabatic contribution to the time evolution of the Bloch vector components during SCRAP. Red dashed line represents the

adiabacity function AD(t) defined as AD(t) = |Ω(t)∆̇(t)− ˙Ω(t)∆(t)|

2(Ω(t)2+∆(t)2)
3
2

. Sub-figures c) and f) show trajectories followed by the Bloch

vector on the Bloch sphere. In dashed green the trajectories resulting from the adiabatic approximation are also displayed. In
the calculations ti = 0, tf = 100.

P [~α(t)] =

∫ tf

ti

dt

∫ zmax

zmin

r(~α(z, t), t)dz (20)

The amplitude of the Stark pulse experienced by the
system is assumed to depend on position z in the fol-
lowing way ∆(z, t) = (1 + K(z))∆(t) and the pump
pulse is assumed to be unaffected by the spatial in-

homogeneities. As a generic case let us assume that
K(z) = k(z − zmin) is a linear function of z in the re-
gion of interest (z ∈ [zmin, zmax]). Analytic integration
over z of the expression for the total energy of the pulses
r(α(z, t), t) = ∆2(z, t) + Ω2(z, t) gives
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FIG. 4. Results of quantum dynamics calculations with optimal control fields for SCRAP. The left column corresponds to
optimization of the Stark pulse only, with fixed Gaussian profile for the pump pulse. The right column shows results for
optimization of both control fields. a),d) represent the optimized control fields: the Stark pulse and the pump pulse. a) also
depicts with red dashed line the l1(t) component of the angular momentum. b),e) shows trajectories of the Bloch vector on the
Bloch sphere. c),f) displays time profiles for components of the Bloch vector for optimal control fields.

∫ zmax

zmin

r(~α(z, t), t)dz =
(1 + kZ)3 − 1

3k
∆(t)2 − ZΩ(t)2

(21)
yielding optimal control fields

∆∗(t) = βl3(t)

Ω∗(t) = Zl1(t)
(22)

where Z = zmax − zmin and β = 3k
1−(1+kZ)3 . In calcula-

tions Z = 1 and k = 0.01, which corresponds to a weak
perturbation to the Stark chirp (less than 10%).

All solutions R(t; z) depend parametrically on the po-
sition z. Figure 5 shows optimal control fields, the Bloch
sphere trajectories and the time profile for the R3(t; z)
component of the Bloch vector for three choices of z:
zmin, (zmax + zmin)/2 and zmax.

Solutions to Hamilton equations are sensitive to the
value of the β parameter. Figure 5a shows a double max-
imum shaped pump pulse profile marked in red the Stark
pulse chirping smoothly through resonance near t = 50.
The corresponding trajectories on the Bloch sphere are
independent of the position z, which suggests that the
optimal control fields depicted in Figure 5a guarantee
the optimal population transfer for all positions in the
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FIG. 5. Results of quantum dynamics calculations with optimal control fields for SCRAP with linear z-dependent perturbing
electric field (a-c); z- and t-dependent perturbing electric field (d-f). a) Time profiles for the optimal Stark and pump pulses;
b) Trajectory on the Bloch sphere for optimized SCRAP; c) Time profiles for the R3 component of the Bloch vector for optimal
control fields evaluated at z: zmin, (zmax + zmin)/2 and zmax; d) plot of the time and position dependent perturbation for
A = 0.05, w = 20, k = 10; e) several trajectories are plotted for different choices of the perturbing field parameters; f) Time
profiles for the R3 component of the Bloch vector for optimal control fields evaluated at z: zmin to zmax with 0.1Z increment.

range [zmin, zmax]. This observation indicates that there
exists a margin for Stark-chirp rates within which the
rapid-adiabatic passage can be completed.

Time and space dependent perturbation

In general, the Stark pulse can be perturbed with spa-
tially inhomogeneous and time varying fields. The re-

sponse fields are then written as given below

∆̃(t; z) = (1 + f(t)ε(z)) ∆(t)

Ω̃(t) = Ω(t)
(23)

where f(t) = A cos( wt
tf−ti ) and ε(z) = cos( kz

zmax−zmin
).

A, k,w are positive parameters characterizing the per-
turbation. Note that the amplitude of the perturbation
shall be no larger than the magnitude of the initial de-
tuning S0 (A/S0 ≤ 1). The optimal control equations
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are given in the form

(1 + f(t)ε(z)) l3(t) + p0
∂r(t, z)

∂∆
= 0

l1(t) + p0
∂r(t; z)

∂Ω
= 0

(24)

where r(t; z) =
∫ zmax

zmin
dz
(

∆̃2(t; z) + Ω̃2(t; z)
)

and p0 =

−1/2.
The parameters of the perturbation affect the optimal

control fields, whereas the control fields dictate the form
of the optimal trajectories, which in turn determine the
values of the chosen efficiency map, which schematically
can be written as A,w, k 7→ ∆∗,Ω∗ 7→ R,p 7→ P (T ).

The optimal control pulses depend indirectly on posi-
tion z, which generally means that for every z one should
prepare a separate pulse shape. This could be inconve-
nient from the experimental point of view. Fortunately,
there are regions in the z-space for which the optimized
control fields are independent of z. Such region will be
called the stability region for optimal controls.

Infeasibility of certain z-coordinate regions is visible in
Figure 5, where time profiles for R3(t; z) are plotted for
several values of z. Positions, which cover the maxima of
the perturbing field (shown in Figure 5d, near z = 0.6Z)
yield slightly different time profiles from the rest of po-
sitions. This suggests that the perturbation, at the time
of chirping through resonance, is too strong. Thus it
is impossible for the optimal population transfer to be
z-globally complete with a single pair of control fields.
This exemplifies limitations on the optimization of con-
trol fields, in the environment of inhomogeneous electric
fields.

Figure 6 depicts the values of the Stark pulse at t =
0.4(tf − ti) as a function of position z and parameters
A, k,w of the perturbing field. This measure indicates if
the pulse shape changed for different values of the z, k, w
or A parameters. Whenever a pair of the control pulses
can be found unchanged for the whole range of positions
z ∈ [zmin, zmax], the SCRAP sequence can be generated
with a single optimal pulse, i.e. is experimentally feasible.

The acceptable stability regions in the A, k,w param-
eters’ space form a hexahedron, dimensions of which
are marked with yellow dashed lines in Figure 6. All
perturbations generated with parameters from inside
this acceptance hexahedron result in controllable, z-
independent optimal shapes for the Stark pulse and the
pump pulse.

Adiabatic control

Results presented in Figure 3 and 4 suggest that the
adiabatic condition AD(t)� 1 is not always satisfied for
the PMP’s optimal control fields. Thus, the adiabaticity
function could be used as a part of the cost functional:
r(~α(t), t) = AD(t). The equations for optimal control
fields become then a system of eight coupled non-linear
differential equations, which are difficult to solve. A sim-
pler cost functional r(~α(t), t) = ∆̇Ω − Ω̇∆ + ∆2 + Ω2,

FIG. 6. Stability maps for the control field ∆∗(τ) as a function
of: a) z-position and A-amplitude of the perturbing field; b) z-
position and k-wavevector of the perturbing field; c) z-position
and w-frequency of the perturbing field; Dotted yellow lines
denote critical values for respective parameters.
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FIG. 7. a) Optimal control fields calculated for a mixed

adiabatic-energy minimum cost functional r(~α(t), t) = ∆̇Ω−
Ω̇∆ + ∆2 + Ω2 used in the PMP procedure; b) Time pro-
files for the components of the Bloch vector; c) Bloch vector
trajectory on the Bloch sphere.

which can be viewed as a mixture of the total energy of
the pulses and the adiabaticity of the state vector evolu-
tion, yields the dynamics shown in Figure 7.

The modified cost functional provides a balance be-
tween the energy minimization condition min[∆2 + Ω2]

and the quasi-adiabatic condition min[∆̇Ω − Ω̇∆]. The
former implies the weakest coupling between the adia-
batic surfaces, hence pushes the solutions to pass as near
as possible to the conical intersection, whereas the latter
condition prevents form too rapid oscillations in ∆ and
Ω and pushes trajectories away from the conical intersec-
tion.

Figure 7 shows that the quasi-adiabatic condition in-

deed imposes a smooth time evolution of the components
of the Bloch vector, and the associated trajectory on the
Bloch sphere is nearly aligned with the adiabatic trajec-
tory. The control fields, which generate such dynamics
are presented in Figure 7a. The constant time profile
for the pump pulse and a time-linear chirp resemble the
Landau-Zener-Stuckelberg model [57, 58].

One of the obvious advantages of using the optimal
control theory in SCRAP is its ability to almost instantly
provide pulse shapes, which satisfy given conditions and
restrictions. It should be noted however that, at times,
the generated optimal control fields could not be eas-
ily prepared in the laboratory. For this reason, solu-
tions obtained from maximization of the PMP’s pseudo-
Hamiltonian should be always critically assessed.

V. THE GEOMETRIC PHASE IN SCRAP

When an adiabatic evolution of the system completes
a closed path in the parameters’ space of the Hamilto-
nian and encircles a conical intersection of adiabatic en-
ergy surfaces (cf. Figure 8), then a geometric phase is
acquired by the adiabatic wavefunction [59, 60], i.e. if
H(0) = H(T ) for some time T , then ψ(T ) = eiγψ(0).
This additional phase is independent of the dynamical
phase of the wavefunction [59].

In the realm of rapid-adiabatic passage, there exist sce-
narios in which the parameters of the Hamiltonian (cf. 2)
follow a periodic path. This occurs, for instance, in the
complete population return (CPR).

The purple path in Figure 8 shows such situation, when
the CPR path encircles the conical intersection between
the two adiabatic energy surfaces and completes a closed
path. A topologically different situation occurs for a CPR
avoids the conical-intersection, as marked by green line
in Figure 8. In the former case, upon the completion of
the population return, the adiabatic wavefunciton should
gain a phase factor, which is independent of path taken
by the pump and the stark pulse during the evolution
(provided that it is adiabatic).

Because it has been an increasingly investigated topic
in the context of ultra-cold science [61–63] (hence the
manipulation of qubits too [64]), the role of the geometric
phase in the adiabatic dynamics deserves a discussion in
the context of SCRAP.

The geometric phase can be calculated as the integral

over a closed path followed by the vector potential ~A(t) =

〈φ̃±|~∇~αφ̃±〉:

γ = i

∮
C

〈φ̃±|~∇~αφ̃±〉 · d~α (25)

where φ̃± = eiθ(t)φ± is the complex adiabatic function
unitarily connected [60] to the original adiabatic func-
tions defined earlier in eq. 4. In the above equation
~α = (∆,Ω)T , and C is any closed path in the space of
(∆(t),Ω(t)) parameters, which starts at ti and ends at

tf . The vector potential ~A(~α) can be calculated directly
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FIG. 8. Rapid-adiabatic passage dynamics on adiabatic sur-
faces. The green and purple trajectories correspond to two
realisations of the complete population return. The blue path
on the upper surface and the red path on the lower surface
constitute the complete population transfer (|1〉 → |2〉) in a
typical SCRAP. Initial detuning between the diabatic states is
marked with ∆0 and the initial energetic separation between
the diabatic states is denoted as S0.

~A(t) =
i

2

1

∆2(t) + Ω2(t)

(
−Ω(t)
∆(t)

)
(26)

The expression for the geometric phase can be further
written as:

γ = − i
2

∫ tf

ti

∆(t)Ω̇(t)− Ω(t)∆̇(t)

∆2(t) + Ω2(t)
dt (27)

For the optimal control pulses which minimize the total
energy of the pulse, hence satisfy ∆2 + Ω2 = l1(t)2 +
l3(t)2 = l2, the geometric phase can be calculated directly
as an integral over the adiabaticity function:

γ = − i

|l|

∫ tf

ti

AD(t)dt (28)

which closely connects the adiabaticity measure of the
evolution AD(t) with the geometric phase. Whenever
the trajectory followed by the control fields ∆(t),Ω(t)
encircles the CI located at ∆ = 0,Ω = 0, as shown in
Figure 8, the geometric phase is equal to π. Otherwise
it vanishes. Indeed, any Gaussian time profiles for ∆(t)
and Ω(t) which encircle the CI gives γ = π. Similarly,
for circular paths, which minimize the total energy of
the pulses combined, i.e. when the control pulses are
parametrized by: ∆(t) = r sin(t),Ω(t) = r cos(t), it is
straightforward to show that the expression in eq. 26 is
π, independent of the radius r.
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FIG. 9. A schematic graph presenting the topology of the
rapid-adiabatic passage in the adiabatic picture. The green
CPR trajectory avoids the conical intersection (CI), and
yields zero geometric phase. The purple trajectory goes
around the CI and corresponds to the non-zero geometric
phase (γ = π). The blue path leads from the initial dia-
batic state ψ1 ≡ |1〉 to ψ2 ≡ |2〉, which is qualitatively iden-
tical to realisation of the Landau-Zener transition (L-Z). The
diabatic evolution with the pump pulse switched off causes
passage through the CI and completes the SCRAP sequence.

A remaining question is whether the geometric phase
persists during the complete population transfer |1〉 →
|2〉, as indicated schematically in Figure 9. The time
evolution in such a situation is adiabatic at the first res-
onance, until the second mute resonance, when the evo-
lution becomes diabatic, which means that the path goes
through or very near the conical intersection, i.e. there
is a transition between the adiabatic surfaces. An open
question is how does the phase of the target state after
the SCRAP sequence relates to the phase of the initial
state. Apart from the dynamical phase, the geometric
phase should appear due to periodic trajectory followed
by the parameters of the Hamiltonian. In such a case, the
final state should not be |2〉, but rather eiγ |2〉. Similarly,
after the complete population return the initial and the fi-
nal state should differ by the geometric phase. Complica-
tions can appear in the region of diabatic evolution. The
adiabatic theorem [60] and the related theorem about the
geometric phase [59] assumes adiabatic evolution of the
state vector. In the CPR case it is possible to satisfy the
adiabatic condition, as shown in Figure 8. The purple
CPR path on the adiabatic energy surface goes around
the conical intersection and returns to its starting point.
Such situation precisely satisfies the assumptions of the
theorem of the existence of the geometric phase. Does
the breakdown of the adiabatic approximation near the
mute resonance during CPT interfere with the value of
the geometric phase? Is the geometric phase an artifact
of the adiabatic approximation? These questions are des-
ignated to future studies.

Control fields, which follow a circular path given by the
equation ∆2 +Ω2 = l2 = const minimize the total energy
of the pulse, but also explore the region of negative Rabi
frequency. In principle, realisation of such a scenario
could be possible by chirping not only the intensity of
the Stark pulse, but also its polarization angle from 0
degrees to 180 degrees. Other effects contributing to the
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value of the off-diagonal elements in the Hamiltonian can
shift the coupling terms into the negative values. For
example, vibronic coupling in molecules, which in the
linear diabatic model is proportional to, for instance the
bond-length, could possibly cause such shifts and induce
a non-zero geometric phase. The dynamical consequences
carried by the existence of a non-zero geometric phase
during CPR is a subject for future studies.

The advantage of dynamical couplings induced by ∆(t)
and Ω(t) lies in vast freedom of tailoring the pulses, hence
probing practically any point or path on the adiabatic
surfaces. Conclusions obtained with this highly control-
lable technique (SCRAP) can be used in nuclear motion
theory of multiple electronic states to explain the relation
between the geometric phase and the vibronic coupling
in molecules.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The present study focused on the problem of find-
ing the optimal control electric fields for the Stark-chirp
rapid-adiabatic passage technique.

In the first instance, an adiabatic model for SCRAP
was considered, in which the direct search for the global
maximum of the efficiency of the population transfer was
performed over the landscape of the Gaussian-shaped
Stark pulse parameters. The global maximum of the ef-
ficiency map was found to correspond to the dynamics
for which the state vector evolves non-adiabatically. The
breakdown of the adiabatic approximation however does
not necessarily implies an incomplete population transfer
between the initial and the target state. Results of the
numerically exact dynamics calculations were compared
with results of calculations in the adiabatic approxima-
tion. The calculated exact trajectories of the Bloch vec-
tor on the Bloch sphere suggest that a nearly complete
population transfer occurs even though the evolution is
not fully adiabatic. The residual oscillations of the com-
ponents of the Bloch vector during this evolution were
quantified with the introduced non-adiabatic correction
to the adiabatic Bloch vector. This measure informs on
the level of adiabaticity of the process, and can be uti-
lized as a diagnostic tool in other studies on the rapid-
adiabatic passage.

The second situation, in which no a priori assumptions
about the functional form of the control fields were made,
required the application of the Pontryagin maximum
principle. Two types of cost functionals were tested: the
total energy of the pulses and a combination of the to-
tal energy of the pulses and the time-derivative of the
mixing angle Θ between the diabatic states. For the for-
mer functional, both spatially inhomogeneous and time-
dependent perturbing electric fields were considered. For
the given perturbing fields, the PMP provided optimal
control fields, which ensured robustness SCRAP within

a limited range of the perturbation strengths and fre-
quencies.

The optimization procedures presented in this work
apply wherever time and/or position dependent electric
inhomogeneities affect the rapid-adiabatic passage. For
instance, spatially inhomogeneous electric fields which
affect the chirp rate of the Stark pulse can be present
in cavities used for production of ultra-cold molecules,
multi-qubit ensembles or chambers for reactive scatter-
ing.

Finally, it was shown that the adiabatic wavefunction
acquires a non-zero geometric phase during a complete
population return. The existence of a non-zero geomet-
ric phase in the complete population transfer, during
which the dynamics passes through the diabatic regime,
remains still an open question.

Future studies should concern analysis of the role of the
geometric phase and the vibronic coupling in molecules
during the rapid-adiabatic passage. The subtle effect
of the geometric phase may become significant when
SCRAP is employed to manipulate quantum states near a
light-induced conical intersection between electronic en-
ergy surfaces in molecules.

APPENDIX A

Analytic solutions to equations (16) in section III are
given below. The equations are written as

∂P2(T ; ts, σs)

∂ts
=

Ω2

4σ2
s

∆

(Ω2 + ∆2)
3
2

(T − ts) = 0

∂P2(T ; ts, σs)

∂σs
= − Ω

2∆

1

1 +
(

Ω
∆

)2 ( (t− ts)2

σ3
s

− 1

σs

)
= 0

(29)

Calculation of the partial derivatives with respect to ts
and σs give a set of two algebraic equations, which de-
fine two sets of curves. Differentiation of the efficiency
function P2 with respect to ts results in a pair of solution
curves t±s (σs) which are given as:

t±s (σs) = T ±

√√√√2σ2
s log

(√
2πS0σs
∆0

)
(30)

Differentiation of the efficiency function with respect to
pulse width gives two further curves:

σ±s (ts) = ±(T − ts) (31)

Intersections of the two sets of the obtained curves gen-
erate a set of three optimal points in the (ts, σs) space,
depicted in Figure 1 and discussed in section III.
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